10. Lake Plimsoll Lookout

Key facts about this geosite:




The view south is along the eastern edge of the West Coast Range, over
Lake Plimsoll, a Hydro lake, and the small Lake Selina, a natural lake. In
the distance is the pointed Walfords Peak, and the great gentle arch of Mt
Tyndall, both composed of Owen Conglomerate. The foreground hills to
the right are also of this conglomerate formation. To the left is the
wooded Mt Selina, in Mount Read Volcanics, and further left are the
ridges and ranges of Precambrian quartzite, including the Sticht Range.
The whole area has been glaciated in the last (Pleistocene) Ice Age, and
large moraines mark the course of several glaciers coming off the Tyndall
Range.

How to get there: Lake Plimsoll is located about 32 km north of Queenstown, on the
Anthony Road, which branches off the Zeehan Highway about 10 km from Queenstown.
Coming south, it’s about 20 km from Tullah. The geosite is on a spur overlooking the
northern end of the lake (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Location of the Lake Plimsoll Lookout Geosite.

Geosite Description: This panoramic view (Figure 2) looks south along a relatively
dissected part of the West Coast Range, in an area where, unusually, drainage has cut
through the range from west to east. Lake Plimsoll was created in 1994 by damming of the
Anthony River by the Hydro-Electric Commission, and was named for Sir James Plimsoll,
Governor of Tasmania for the period 1982-1987. This was the last major dam constructed
by the Commission. The water is taken by a 7 km long tunnel to a power station on the
banks of Lake Murchison. The lake is stocked with brook trout and is a popular fishing
venue.
Lake Selina is one of a number of glacial lakes along the West Coast Range. Some of these
were formed in the most recent glacial phase of the last (Pleistocene) Ice Age, e.g. by
damming behind moraines, but others, such as Lake Selina, relate to earlier glacial phases
when ice was more extensive.

Figure 2. View south from the Lake Plimsoll Lookout showing the rugged glacial terrain of

the Tyndall Range and Lake Selina
Pages of history: Three great episodes of Tasmania’s early history can be seen in this
panorama (Figure 3). Reading from left to right (east to west) we have the old Precambrian
quartzites and schists extending away to the east from the Sticht Range, and marking the
ancient ‘core’ of Tasmania. These rocks are about 1000-1300 million years old, and started
life as sands and muds on a shallow sea floor. They have been squeezed, folded and superheated multiple times. This belt of quartzites extends from the South Coast to Cradle
Mountain, and includes the iconic peaks of Frenchmans Cap and Federation Peak.

Figure 3. Geological map showing the Lake Plimsoll Lookout Geosite along the Anthony

Road.
Overlying the quartzites at the Sticht Range, and extending west from there, is a younger
rock sequence known as the Mount Read Volcanics. These are relatively soft rocks and have
a subdued topographic expression. They occur on the wooded Mt Selina to the left of the

lake, and on the plains beyond this. They extend underneath the conglomerates and
reappear west of the range. They are of Middle Cambrian age, about 500 million years old,
and were erupted on to the sea floor. The belt extends N-S through the West Coast, and is
world famous because of the number of mineral deposits contained within it. These include
the mines at Rosebery, Hercules, Henty, Mt Lyell, Que River and Hellyer. Part of the 4wheel-drive track in to the Lake Dora area, where there are several old copper workings in
the volcanic rocks, can be seen just to the left of Walford Peak.

Figure 4. A banded lava flow from the Mount Read Volcanics (KDC photo).

Sitting above the volcanic rocks, and forming most of the high peaks and ranges visible from
here, is the Owen Conglomerate, a formation of hard siliceous conglomerate and sandstone
of Late Cambrian age (about 490 million years). These rocks were deposited by large rivers
washing gravel and sand down from the quartzite mountains to the east into a narrow rift
valley along the line of the West Coast Range, burying the volcanic rocks. Later squeezing
and folding, in the Devonian period (about 390 million years ago), pushed up the arched
‘anticline’ of the Tyndall Range, and tilted and folded the rocks in many places. All of the
major peaks of the West Coast Range, from Mt Murchison through to Mt Jukes, are
composed of Owen Conglomerate.

Figure 5. Typical Owen Conglomerate (KDC photo)

Glaciation of the West Coast Range: An Ice Age gripped the Earth from about 10,000
years ago to 2 million years ago, and much of the topography in western and central
Tasmania was modified at this time. During the period of maximum ice cover, in the earlier
stages of the Ice Age, a large ice cap blanketed the high country from near Great Lake west
to the West Coast Range, with large glaciers flowing off down the major valleys. Some of
the glacial lakes and ground moraine cover were produced at this time.
The most recent glacial phase, from about 40,000 to 15,000 years ago, had a small ice cap
sitting on the Tyndall Range, with glaciers flowing down valleys to the north, south and west.
The boulder plain visible at the southern end of Lake Plimsoll consists of glacial moraine
deposited by two large glaciers, one coming from the valley just to the right of Walford
Peak and the other from the large cliffs forming the face of Mt Tyndall. The Walford Peak
glacier flowed from Lake Huntley, and over an impressive 300 m high cliff at the head of the
lake. This must have created a towering (and noisy!) ice fall. The Mt Tyndall glacier left a
long curving lateral moraine ridge, the wooded end of which is visible near the far right-hand
corner of Lake Plimsoll.

Figure 6. The view from Mt Tyndall back to Mt Selina, prior to the filling of Lake Plimsoll.
Note the glacial valley in right foreground, with its large lateral moraine, typical Owen
Conglomerate topography . (KDC photo)

Figure 7. The cliffs at the head of Lake Huntley. Ice would have poured over here in a giant
ice fall during the last glaciation about 20,000 years ago. (KDC photo)

A view to Cradle Mountain and Barn Bluff: This geosite also provides a view to Cradle
Mountain, Barn Bluff and many of the other peaks of central Tasmania. If you look east from
the car park, there is a view across the barren hills and ridges of Precambrian quartzite to
the high dolerite-capped peaks in the distance. Note the unusual net-like pattern of
vegetation along creek lines on the quartzites. On a clear day, the full sweep of Jurassic
dolerite mountains extends from Cradle Mountain and Barn Bluff (Figure 8) in the north to
Eldon Bluff and the Eldon Range in the south. Not a single sign of human activity is visible in
this sweep of country, which is one of the core areas of the Tasmanian Wilderness World
Heritage Area.

Figure 8. The view towards the Pelion West and Mt Ossa from the Lake Plimsoll Lookout (KDC
photo).

